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Controlling coaching style is a key predictor of athletes’ fear of failure, but the 
mediating mechanisms underlying this relationship require further exploration. 
Based on the self-determination theory (SDT) and the hierarchical model of intrinsic 
and extrinsic motivation (HMIEM), this study investigated the effect of a controlling 
coaching style on athletes’ fear of failure, as well as the chain mediating effects of 
basic psychological needs and sport commitment. A questionnaire survey of 252 
active athletes was administrated using scales for fear of failure, controlling coaching 
style, sport commitment, and basic psychological needs. The results indicated that 
a controlling coaching style was negatively correlated with basic psychological 
needs and indirectly affected athletes’ fear of failure via basic psychological needs 
and constrained commitment. The chain mediating effect of basic psychological 
needs on enthusiastic commitment was not significant, but it was for constrained 
commitment. In conclusion, the impact of a controlling coaching style on athletes’ 
fear of failure via basic psychological needs is manifested through the strengthening 
of constrained commitment rather than the weakening of enthusiastic commitment. 
These findings contribute to a deeper understanding of why and how a controlling 
coaching style influences athletes’ fear of failure. Coaches should seek more scientific 
and effective ways to instruct their athletes.
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1. Introduction

High-performance sports are extremely competitive, and performance failure is the most 
prominent situational stress for athletes (Smith et al., 1990). Many elite athletes experience fear of 
failure (FF) when participating in such sports (Correia and Rosado, 2018), which is a negative 
emotion experienced when an individual engages in achievement-oriented activities and predicts 
they will not meet certain set goals (Conroy et al., 2001). Although FF can motivate athletes to 
remain competitive and strive for good results to some extent (Martin and Marsh, 2003), numerous 
studies have highlighted its negative impact, such as triggering athletes’ withdrawal (Sagar et al., 
2007), performance decline (Sagar et al., 2009), anti-social sports behavior (Sagar et al., 2011), 
burnout (Gustafsson et al., 2017), and somatic and cognitive anxieties (De Muynck et al., 2020). 
Therefore, the critical factors affecting athletes’ FF and the related mechanism must be examined to 
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provide effective scientific methods for coping with FF and improving 
their competitive mental health.

Vallerand et al. (1997) proposed the hierarchical model of intrinsic 
and extrinsic motivation (HMIEM), which includes three levels of 
motivational factors: global, contextual, and situational. At the 
situational level, factors affect situational motivation through three basic 
psychological needs (BPN), affecting situational consequences, which 
refer to the cognitive, emotional, or behavioral consequences for a 
specific task at a specific time. The self-determination theory (SDT) 
posits that the psychological environment created by significant others 
(such as coaches) and its resultant impact on the motivational process 
of athletes are crucial in determining the quality and consequences of 
sports participation (Deci and Ryan, 2000). Hence, this study aimed to 
examine how the situational factor of coaching style affects the 
emotional consequences of athletes’ participation in high-performance 
sports through BPN and situational motivation. Hence, this study aimed 
to examine how the situational factor of coaching style (e.g., CCS) affects 
the emotional consequences (e.g., FF) of athletes’ participation in high-
performance sports through BPN and situational motivation (e.g., EC 
and CC).

The coach is a vital interpersonal factor affecting athletes (Horn, 
2002; Amorose and Anderson-Butcher, 2007), and the management of 
interpersonal relationships between coaches and athletes is crucial to 
shaping the latter’s psychological experiences (Bartholomew et  al., 
2010). There are two types of coaches based on coaching style: 
autonomous and controlling. Coaches with an autonomous style often 
allow athletes to participate in decision-making and acknowledge and 
respect their views and feelings. Coaches with a controlling style often 
employ coercive, threatening, and authoritarian methods to impose 
their ideas on athletes while ignoring or dismissing the latter’s 
perspectives and emotions (Hodge and Lonsdale, 2011). In a study 
about physical education, Bartholomew et  al. (2018) found that a 
controlling coaching style (CCS) was associated with adolescent 
students’ FF. Moreover, González-Hernández et al. (2019) revealed a 
significant positive relationship between a CCS and athletes’ FF for high-
performance sports. A high CCS level was found to mediate a moderate 
level of FF in athletes.

Chinese coaches differ from their Western counterparts because of 
the particularity of China’s training system and model for high-
performance sports. They often have dual identities of coaches and 
pseudo-parents. Coaches demonstrate paternalistic benevolence and 
dignity when mandating that athletes obey and respect various 
behavioral boundaries expected in the sporting environment (Si et al., 
2011). When the coach–athlete relationship is poorly managed, athletes 
may perform poorly during competitions and their personal growth and 
mental health may be adversely affected. Hence, it is critical to examine 
the impact of a CCS on athletes for the Chinese culture and system. The 
findings can help advance the understanding of coaching styles’ impact 
on athletes with different cultural and institutional backgrounds.

The BPN theory, a sub-theory under the SDT framework, proposes 
that the social environment optimizes the internal functions of the 
human body by satisfying the three BPN of autonomy, competence, and 
relatedness, leading to improved performance levels (Deci and Ryan, 
2014). Need for autonomy represents the need to feel control in 
decision-making process regarding own choices and activities (Reinboth 
and Duda, 2006). Need for competence refers to need to perceive one’s 
behavior and interaction with others and the world, as successful; to feel 
competent in different situational contexts, and confident in own 
abilities. The need for relatedness represents need to connect with 

others, to be  accepted, and to achieve reciprocal interpersonal 
relationships (Reinboth and Duda, 2006). When the environment 
hinders the satisfaction of these BPN, individuals’ autonomous 
motivation, job performance, and well-being reduce (Ryan and Deci, 
2000). This indicates that coaching styles’ impact on athletes’ FF could 
be understood through BPN. Sports studies based on the BPN theory 
primarily examine the positive impacts of the autonomous coaching 
style on BPN satisfaction, encompassing adolescent to adult athletes and 
yielding relatively consistent results (e.g., Gagne et al., 2003; Mageau and 
Vallerand, 2003; Amorose and Anderson-Butcher, 2007; Adie et al., 
2008; Balaguer et al., 2008; Alvarez et al., 2009). By comparison, there is 
a lack of studies on the relationship between a CCS and the satisfaction 
of BPN, and those arriving at inconsistent conclusions.

Some studies concluded that a CCS negatively correlated with BPN 
satisfaction (Curran et al., 2014; Yang et al., 2020). However, Blanchard 
et  al. (2009) found that a coach’s controlling interpersonal style 
negatively correlated with autonomous needs satisfaction but was not 
significantly related to the other two BPN. According to Bartholomew 
et al. (2011) and Pulido et al. (2018), there is no correlation between a 
controlling style and BPN satisfaction. This may be  because most 
previous studies on BPN are based on the overall rather than specific 
interpersonal context between coaches and athletes. In these studies, the 
commonly used expressions included “I feel close to other people” from 
the BPN satisfaction scale (BNSSS) (Ng et al., 2011) and “I feel that 
I am part of the team” from the needs satisfaction scale (Blanchard 
et al., 2009).

The factors affecting BPN are diverse. For athletes, the three most 
important factors are the coach, teammates, and parents (Keegan et al., 
2009, 2010), with each factor playing a different role (Chu and Zhang, 
2019). When this kind of questions are raised for athletes, their coach is 
not the only factor they consider, the impacts of their teammates and 
family members are also included. Consequently, the negative impact of 
a CCS on the satisfaction of athletes’ BPN might be underestimated. 
Some researchers made modifications to address this problem. For 
example, Raabe and Zakrajsek, (2017) modified the BNPS scale (Deci 
et al., 1989) to assess the impact of a CCS on the satisfaction of athletes’ 
three BPN based on the specific interpersonal context of coaches and 
teammates, and discovered a significant influence by their coach and 
teammates. However, they did not measure the impact of different 
coaching styles on BPN satisfaction. Hence, this is the first study to 
examine the relationship between a CCS and BPN satisfaction based on 
the specific interpersonal context of coaches and athletes. Previous 
studies have shown that BPN satisfaction negatively predicted FF in 
athletes (Conroy et al., 2007). This led to the proposal of Hypothesis 1: 
A negative correlation exists between a CCS and athletes’ BPN, and the 
latter mediates CCS and FF.

The motivational force of athletes is influenced by factors other than 
the psychological environment created by significant others (such as the 
coach) (Deci and Ryan, 2000). Sport commitment (SC) is a motivating 
force that links athletes to their sports and affects the persistence and 
functioning of their sports behavior (Scanlan et al., 2003). The SC serves 
as a factor protecting athletes’ health against destructive reactions such 
as FF (Bélanger et al., 2013; González-Hernández and Muñoz-Villena, 
2019); however, it also prompts them to pursue tremendous goals, set 
unrealistic expectations, or identify excessively with the meaning of 
sport (Olusoga and Kentta, 2017). This leads to them perceiving a lack 
of achievement on their part, which is a cause for concern (Madigan 
et al., 2016; González-Hernández and Muñoz-Villena, 2019), suggesting 
it may not suffice to examine the role of SC from a single perspective.
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Scanlan et al. (2016) proposed a two-dimensional SC model (SCM) 
to replace the earlier unidimensional perspective of SC. The SCM 
divides SC into enthusiastic commitment (EC) and constrained 
commitment (CC). EC (i.e., “want”) represents an individual’s desire for 
and dedication to a sport, while CC (i.e., “have to”) reflects an 
individual’s obligation to and passive responsibility for a sport. 
Motivation can be autonomous or controlled in SDT (Ryan and Deci, 
2017), which shares conceptual similarities with the two dimensions of 
commitment (Scanlan et  al., 2013). However, autonomous and 
controlled motivations are considered distal psychological variables 
affecting motivated behaviors in the background, whereas SC is a 
psychological state and proximal psychological variable at the situational 
level. It connects athletes to a specific commitment goal, such as a club, 
team, or sports activity, and has a direct and immediate effect on 
behavior (Boiché and Sarrazin, 2009). Considering this, the SCM was 
applied in this study to examine the impact of a CCS on athletes’ FF.

Several studies support the positive predictive effect of social 
constraints on athletes’ CC (Young and Medic, 2011; Santi et al., 2014; 
Scanlan et al., 2016; O’Neil and Hodge, 2020), but conclusions on the 
impact of social constraints on athletes’ EC and CC are inconsistent. 
Some studies have shown that social constraints have no effect (Sousa 
et al., 2007; Scanlan et al., 2016; O’Neil and Hodge, 2020) or a negative 
impact (Carpenter et al., 1993; Carpenter and Scanlan, 1998; Santi et al., 
2014). This led to the proposal of Hypothesis 2: The relationship between 
CCS and FF is mediated by CC. No assumption was made on the 
relationship between CCS and athletes’ EC because it has not been 
clarified before.

To date, several studies have simultaneously tested the full sequence 
of motivations described in the HMIEM by Vallerand et al. (1997). 
These studies investigated how social factors predicted BPN, which 
predicted self-determination and motivation, resulting in a variety of 
outcomes (Hollembeak and Amorose, 2005; Blanchard et al., 2009). A 
positive correlation between BPN and unidimensional SC was also 
supported (Pulido et al., 2018). However, few studies have incorporated 
the SCM into the hierarchical model for consideration. It is therefore 
important to examine the impact of the various commitment types of 
individuals on the contextual motivation sequence of social factors. 
Studies have shown that the three BPN are positively and negatively 
correlated with EC and CC, respectively (Zhang and Yu, 2021). In the 
current study, Vallerand’s HMIEM and the SCM were combined to 
investigate how a CCS affected athletes’ FF through BPN and the 
multidimensional perspective of EC and CC. This led to the proposal of 
Hypothesis 3: BPN and CC have a significant chain mediating effect. The 
chain mediating effect of BPN and EC has not yet been hypothesized. 
The overall hypothetical model is shown in Figure 1.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Participants’ recruitment

In order to investigate the influence of CCS on athletes’ FF 
accurately, we invited athletes who served in a professional sports team, 
obtained the national certificate, and frequently participated in the 
national level or above competitions as our subjects, while amateur 
sports enthusiasts and physical educational students in the school are 
not our survey subjects.

The cluster sampling method was used to select 300 active athletes 
from sports teams in six provinces in China (Table  1). The survey 

process was divided into a pre-survey and a formal survey. The 
questionnaire was reworked to address the pre-survey’s vague 
expressions and linguistic ambiguities. Offline distribution of Paper-
and-pencil questionnaire survey was used in the survey process. Prior 
to data collection, participants and their coaches/parents were informed 
on the purpose, procedures, risks, and benefits of the study, and consent 
was obtained from sports team administrators, parents of minor 
athletes, coaches, and athletes. Accordingly, 300 paper questionnaires 
were distributed. During the administration process, athletes completed 
the questionnaire in a separate room without the participation of sports 
team managers and coaches, ensuring participant anonymity and 
confidentiality throughout the process. In addition, participation was 
voluntary, and participants provided their written informed consent to 
participate in the study. After eliminating questionnaires with frivolous 
responses (answered with irregularity), 252 valid ones were retrieved, 
representing an effective recovery rate of 84%, 121 men (48%) and 131 
female (52%). Participants were aged in their 10–14 years old (n = 32, 
12.7%), 15–19 years old (n = 114, 45.2%), 20–24 years old (n = 68, 27.0%), 
and 25 and above (n = 38, 15.1%). There were 120 athletes in the group 
event, and 132 athletes in the individual events. There were 67 elite level 
athletes (26.6%), 88 National Level 1 athletes (34.9%), and 97 National 
Level 2(38.5%).

This is an appropriate sample size for avoiding inaccurate estimates 
of standard errors and fit indexes, according to the criterion proposed 
by Jackson (2003) for structural equation modeling (SEM). This author 

FIGURE 1

Hypothetical model of the relationship between CCS and FF. CCS, 
controlling coaching style; BPN, basic psychological need; CC, 
constrained commitment; EC, enthusiastic commitment; FF, fear of 
failure. The positive sign between CCS and FF indicates that CCS 
positively affects FF, thus higher levels of CCS are associated with more 
FF. The minus sign indicates between CCS and BPN indicates that CCS 
negatively affects BPN, thus higher levels of CCS are associated with 
less BPN. The minus sign indicates between BPN and FF indicates that 
BPN negatively affects FF, thus higher levels of BPN are associated with 
less FF. a CCS can predict athletes’ FF through BPN. The more CC were 
perceived to be, the lower athletes’ BPN, leading to a stronger FF. The 
positive sign between CCS and CC indicates that CCS positively affects 
CC, thus higher levels of CCS are associated with more CC. The 
positive sign indicates between CC and FF indicates that CC positively 
affects FF, thus higher levels of CC are associated with more FF and 
CCS can predict athletes’ FF through CC. The more CCS were 
perceived to be, the stronger the CC, leading to a stronger FF. The 
dotted line between CCS and EC indicates that no assumption was 
made on the relationship between CCS and athletes’ EC, because it has 
not been clarified before. The minus sign indicates between EC and FF 
indicates that EC negatively affects FF, thus higher levels of EC are 
associated with less FF. The positive sign between BPN and EC 
indicates that BPN positively affects EC, thus higher levels of BPN are 
associated with more EC. The minus sign indicates between BPN and 
CC indicates that BPN negatively affects CC, thus higher levels of BPN 
are associated with less CC. BPN had a chain mediating effect on CC, 
mediated by a CCS and athletes’ FF, The more controlling their 
coaches were perceived to be, the lower athletes’ BPN and the 
stronger the CC, leading to a stronger FF. The chain mediating effect of 
BPN and EC has not yet been hypothesized, because it has not been 
clarified before.
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suggested that an ideal sample size should meet the ratio of 20 cases per 
each parameter to be estimated in the model or a less ideal ratio of 10 
cases per parameter. Considering that our larger model contained 17 
parameters to be estimated, the range of the ideal sample size would 
be between 170 and 340 participants.

2.2. Research tools

2.2.1. Controlling coaching style
The 15-item Controlling Coach Behaviors Scale (CCBS; 

Bartholomew et al., 2010) was employed to assess athletes’ perceptions 
of controlling behaviors and strategies conveyed by their coach. It 
contains four subscales measuring: controlling use of rewards (four 
items; e.g., “My coach tries to motivate me by promising to reward me 
if I do well”), negative conditional regard (four items; e.g., “My coach 
is less friendly with me if I do not make the effort to see things his/her 
way”), intimidation (four items; e.g., “My coach shouts at me in front 
of others to make me do certain things”), and excessive personal 
control (three items; e.g., “My coach expects my whole life to center 
on my sport participation”). Participants provided answers using a 

seven-point Likert scale (1 = Strongly disagree, 7 = Strongly agree), the 
higher the score, the more rigid the coach’s control. The Cronbach’s α 
coefficient of the scale was 0.93. In this study, the Cronbach’s α 
coefficient of the scale was 0.913.

2.2.2. Sport commitment
The Sport Commitment Questionnaire-2 (SCQ-2; Scanlan et al., 

2016) was employed to measure athletes’ sport commitment (SC) to 
their current sport participation. The 11-item SCQ-2 contains two 
subscales measuring the two dimensions of sport commitment 
proposed in the SCM (Scanlan et  al., 2013, 2016): enthusiastic 
commitment (EC; six items; e.g., “I am willing to do almost anything 
to keep playing this sport”), and constrained commitment (CC; five 
items; e.g., “I feel I have to keep playing this sport, even though I do not 
want to”). Participants responded to each item using a five-point Likert 
scale (1 = Strongly disagree, 5 = Strongly agree), the higher the score, the 
stronger the athlete’s SC. The composite reliabilities of the EC and CC 
subscales were 0.92 and 0.78, respectively. In this study, the Cronbach’s 
α coefficients of the EC and CC subscales were 0.897 and 0.850, 
respectively.

2.2.3. Basic psychological need in relationships
The Basic Psychological Needs Scale was developed by La Guardia 

et al. (2000). This questionnaire was designed for use with respect to 
basic psychological need (BPN) satisfaction in particular 
relationships. The 9-item scale contains three subscales: Autonomy 
(three items; e.g., “When I am with XXXXXXX, I feel free to be who 
I am”), Competence (three items; e.g., “When I am with XXXXXXX, 
I feel like a competent person”), and Relatedness (three items; e.g., 
“When I  am  with XXXXXXX, I  feel loved and cared about”), 
participants provided answers using a seven-point Likert scale 
(1 = not at all true, 4 = somewhat true, 7 = very true), the higher the 
score, the greater the athletes’ BPN. The Cronbach’s α coefficient of 
the scale was >0.85, and the Cronbach’s α coefficient of the scale was 
0.831 in this study.

2.2.4. Fear of failure
Fear of failure (FF) was measured using the Performance Failure 

Appraisal Inventory (PFAI; Conroy et  al., 2002). This is a 
multidimensional measure of cognitive-motivational-relational 
appraisals associated with fear of failure. This measure consists of 25 
items measuring beliefs associated with aversive consequences of 
failure. The stem for PFAI was related to performances in both sport 
and school. The PFAI has five subscales capturing: fear of experiencing 
shame and embarrassment (seven items; e.g., “When I am failing, it is 
embarrassing if others are there to see it”), fear of devaluing one’s self-
estimate (four items; e.g., “When I  am  failing, I blame my lack of 
talent”), fear of important others losing interest (five items; e.g., “When 
I  am  not succeeding, people are less interested in me”), fear of 
upsetting important others (five items; “When I am failing, people who 
are important to me are disappointed”), and fear of having an 
uncertain future (four items; e.g., “When I am failing, it upsets my 
‘plan’ for the future”). Participants provided answers using a five-point 
scale (0 = do not believe at all, 4 = believe 100% of the time). Mean 
scores were computed for each subscale of the PFAI, the higher the 
score, the greater the athletes’ FF. The Cronbach’s α coefficients of the 
scale’s five dimensions were 0.74–0.81, and the Cronbach’s α coefficient 
of the scale was 0.942 in this study.

TABLE 1 Demographic characteristics of the participants (n = 252).

Variable Number Percentage (%)

Sports events

  Group events (n = 120)

   Handball 15 6.0

   Rugby 16 6.3

   Basketball 26 10.3

   Football 18 7.1

   Rhythmic gymnastics 12 4.8

   Synchronized swimming 12 4.8

   Rowing 21 8.3

  Individual events (n = 132)

   Badminton 43 17.1

   Gymnastics 26 10.3

   Martial arts 40 15.9

   Athletics 23 9.1

  Gender

   Male 121 48.0

   Female 131 52.0

  Age (years)

   10–14 32 12.7

   15–19 114 45.2

   20–24 68 27.0

   ≥25 38 15.1

  Sports level

   Elite athlete 67 26.6

   Level 1 88 34.9

   Level 2 97 38.5
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2.3. Statistical analysis

Before analyzing the data, we performed a test for common method 
bias. The results of our Harman single-factor analysis showed that 12 
factors with characteristic roots >1 were extracted from the unrotated 
exploratory factor analysis, and the maximum factor variance 
explanation rate was 25.872%, which was lower than the critical standard 
of 40% (Podsakoff et  al., 2003). Therefore, there was no common 
methodological bias in this study.

The formal analyzes of the relationships were conducted in three 
steps. First, descriptive statistics, independent-sample t-test, one-way 
ANOVA, and Pearson’s correlation analysis between CCS, BPN, EC, CC, 
and FF were calculated in SPSS 26.0. Then, the measurement model was 
verified by conducting a confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) with 
maximum likelihood estimations. Three main judgment indicators were 
used: factor loading, combined reliability (CR), and average variance 
extraction (AVE). Finally, with maximum likelihood estimations, the 
latent variable structural equation modeling was used to determine the 
degree to which BPN, EC, and CC mediated the relationship between 
CCS and FF. The significance level of all variables was set as α = 0.05. 
Structural equation modeling analysis was completed with a 5,000 
replication bootstrap with a 95% confidence interval. Data obtained in 
this study were analyzed using SPSS 26.0 and Mplus 8.0 
software packages.

3. Results

3.1. Descriptive statistics

The comparison of differences in the various variables in this study 
is reported in Table 2. (1) There were significant differences in BPN and 

CC by gender, and CCS (t = 1.210, p > 0.05), EC (t = 1.721, p > 0.05), and 
FF (t = −1.403, p > 0.05) seemed to be unaffected by gender. It indicated 
that the scores of the males in BPN (t = 3.240, p < 0.01) were significantly 
higher than those of the females, while the females were significantly 
higher in CC (t = −2.249, p < 0.05) than the males; (2) CCS (F = 1.655, 
p > 0.05), BPN (F = 0.610, p > 0.05), EC (F = 2.357, p > 0.05), CC 
(F = 1.133, p > 0.05), and FF (F = 2.029, p > 0.05) seemed to be unaffected 
by age; (3) there were significant differences in CCS (F = 4.333, p < 0.05) 
and EC (F = 8.563, p < 0.01) by sports level, while BPN (F = 1.027, 
p > 0.05), CC (F = 1.903, p > 0.05), FF (F = 0.377, p > 0.05) had no 
significant differences by sports level. It indicated that the scores of elite 
athletes in CCS were significantly higher than those of national level 2 
athletes, while the scores of national level 1 athletes and national level 
2 athletes were significantly higher in EC than those of elite athletes; 
and (4) CCS (t = −1.2491, p > 0.05), BPN (t = 1.567, p > 0.05), EC 
(t = 1.767, p > 0.05), CC (t = −1.817, p > 0.05), and FF (t = −1.626, 
p > 0.05) seemed to be unaffected by sports events.

3.2. Correlation analysis

The mean, standard deviation, and correlation for the various 
variables in the study are reported in Table 3. CCS had a significantly 
positive correlation with CC (r = 0.364, p < 0.001) and FF (r = 0.345, 
p < 0.001), but a significantly negative correlation with BPN (r = −0.356, 
p < 0.001) and EC (r = −0.254, p < 0.001). BPN had a significantly 
positive correlation with EC (r = 0.249, p < 0.001), but a significantly 
negative correlation with CC (r = −0.377, p < 0.001) and FF (r = −0.493, 
p < 0.001). CC had a significantly positive correlation with FF (r = 0.420, 
p < 0.001), but a significantly negative correlation with EC (r = −0.157, 
p < 0.05). Lastly, there was a significantly negative correlation between 
EC and FF (r = −0.215, p < 0.01).

TABLE 2 Comparison of differences in the various variables (n = 252).

CCS BPN EC CC FF

Gender Male 3.290 ± 1.254 5.008 ± 0.839 4.320 ± 0.698 2.511 ± 0.970 3.560 ± 1.182

Female 3.121 ± 0.952 4.652 ± 0.900 4.171 ± 0.677 2.788 ± 0.983 3.749 ± 0.950

t-value 1.210 3.240** 1.721 −2.249* −1.403

Age (years) 10–14 3.228 ± 1.001 4.747 ± 0.670 4.385 ± 0.578 2.944 ± 1.096 3.668 ± 1.092

15–19 3.107 ± 1.053 4.808 ± 0.920 4.284 ± 0.650 2.632 ± 1.010 3.823 ± 0.990

20–24 3.151 ± 1.137 4.788 ± 0.851 4.061 ± 0.711 2.565 ± 0.765 3.436 ± 0.969

≥25 3.558 ± 1.267 4.997 ± 1.017 4.320 ± 0.807 2.642 ± 1.145 3.554 ± 1.373

F-value 1.655 0.610 2.357 1.133 2.029

Sports level Elite athlete① 3.517 ± 1.335 4.795 ± 0.949 3.960 ± 0.814 2.767 ± 0.869 3.570 ± 1.117

Level 1② 3.178 ± 0.925 4.739 ± 0.839 4.294 ± 0.593 2.736 ± 0.950 3.721 ± 1.042

Level 2③ 3.007 ± 1.051 4.921 ± 0.886 4.390 ± 0.624 2.503 ± 1.077 3.663 ± 1.069

F-value 4.333* 1.027 8.563** 1.903 0.377

LSD ① > ③** —
② > ①**

— —
③ > ①***

Sports events Group events 3.111 ± 1.124 4.915 ± 0.876 4.322 ± 0.731 2.537 ± 1.022 3.544 ± 1.187

Individual events 3.285 ± 1.092 4.740 ± 0.893 4.169 ± 0.643 2.762 ± 0.941 3.762 ± 0.943

t-value −1.249 1.567 1.767 −1.817 −1.626

*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001; t-value, the value of the independent-sample t-test; F-value, the value of the one-way ANOVA test; LSD, least square difference. CCS, controlling coaching style; 
BPN, basic psychological need; CC, constrained commitment; EC, enthusiastic commitment; FF, fear of failure.
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3.3. Reliability and validity analysis

The reliability and convergent validity of the survey were tested 
before the questionnaire data are used for more in-depth analysis. 
Loading is used to ensure that the items provide an appropriate 
explanation for the factors. Combined reliability (CR) has the same 
meaning as Cronbach’s α and is examined to measure the internal 
consistency of the survey. A higher CR means that the survey has a 
better internal consistency. Average variance extracted (AVE) is 
necessary to check discriminant validity; thus, the AVE square root 
must be provided. According to the recommended standard of Chin 
(1998), Hair et al. (2021), and Fornell and Larcker (1981), most of the 
loadings should be at least 0.60 and ideally at 0.70 or above, indicating 
that each measure accounts for 50% or more of the variance of the 
underlying latent variable (Fornell and Larcker, 1981; Chin, 1998; Hair 
et  al., 2021). For CR, 0.7 is an acceptable threshold. AVE should 
be greater than 0.5, but 0.36–0.5 is also acceptable. Additionally, the 
AVE square root must be  greater than the correlations between 
the constructs.

As shown in Tables 4, 5, in Table  4, the standardized factor 
loadings for all structural variables are higher than 0.6 except ccs1, 
and significant at the α = 0.001, indicating that the scale has adequate 
convergent validity. CR of all structural variables is above the 
recommended level of 0.70 and AVE is also above the recommended 

level of 0.50, which indicates that this study has good reliability for 
the measurement of the structural variables in the study. The ccs1 
was retained in this study because the CR and AVE indicators of the 
CCS scale were met, and the scale has been widely used (Ntoumanis 
et al., 2017) (e.g., Bartholomew et al., 2010; Ntoumanis et al., 2017; 
O’Neil and Hodge, 2020). In Table  5, the diagonal elements are 
greater than the off-diagonal elements in the corresponding rows and 
columns, indicating that each latent variable has adequate 
discriminant validity.

3.4. Model fit analysis

Goodness of fit (GOF) refers to the similarity of a theoretical model 
to the observed sample. The better the GOF, the closer the model matrix 
is to the sample matrix. To test the fit of the models, chi-squared by 
degrees of freedom ratio (χ2/df), goodness of fit index (GFI), and root 
mean square error of approximation (RMSEA) were used as absolute fit 
indexes. Incremental or comparative fit indexes were also considered by 
including the Tucker Lewis index (TLI) and the comparative fit index 
(CFI). Model fit is suggested to be  acceptable when GFI ≥ 0.90, 
TLI ≥ 0.90, CFI ≥ 0.90, RMESA ≤0.08, and 1 < χ2/df < 3 (Little, 2013).

The measurement model also exhibits an adequate model fit 
(χ2/df = 1.890, RMSEA = 0.06, GFI = 0.927, TLI = 0.964, and CFI = 0.964). 
In sum, our test results indicate the appropriateness of the measurement 
model, which is a reliable indicator of the hypothesized constructs, thus 
allowing tests of the structural relationships in the various models 
to proceed.

3.5. Direct effects of independent variables

Because the GOF of the model is satisfactory, hypothesis testing is 
performed using Mplus 8.0 for path analysis to test the significance 
and coefficients of each path. As indicated by (Hair et al., 2021), the 
value of p must be  below 0.05 and the critical ratio (C.R.) should 
be greater than 1.96 (Hair et al., 2021). According to Chin (1998), 

TABLE 3 Mean, standard deviation, and correlation matrix of the various 
variables (n = 252).

M ± SD 1 2 3 4 5

1 CCS 3.202 ± 1.108 1

2 BPN 4.823 ± 0.888 −0.356*** 1

3 CC 2.655 ± 0.985 0.364*** −0.377*** 1

4 EC 4.242 ± 0.690 −0.254*** 0.249*** −0.157* 1

5 FF 3.658 ± 1.070 0.345*** −0.493*** 0.420*** −0.215** 1

*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001. M, mean; SD, standard deviation. CCS, controlling coaching 
style; BPN, basic psychological need; CC, constrained commitment; EC, enthusiastic 
commitment; FF, fear of failure.

TABLE 4 Convergence validity.

Latent 
variable

Item Unstd. S.E. t p Std. SMC CR AVE Cronbach’s 
alpha

CCS ccs4 1 0.713 0.508 0.802 0.526 0.913

ccs3 1.455 0.117 12.473 *** 0.940 0.884

ccs2 1.186 0.103 11.546 *** 0.765 0.585

ccs1 0.492 0.091 5.390 *** 0.356 0.127

BPN bpn1 1 0.870 0.757 0.858 0.671 0.831

bpn2 0.659 0.054 12.111 *** 0.699 0.489

bpn3 0.966 0.063 15.353 *** 0.875 0.766

FF ff1 1 0.837 0.701 0.863 0.559 0.942

ff2 1.007 0.081 12.406 *** 0.732 0.536

ff3 0.915 0.07 13.027 *** 0.761 0.579

ff4 0.947 0.082 11.486 *** 0.688 0.473

ff5 0.968 0.081 11.974 *** 0.711 0.506

***p < 0.001. Unstd., unstandardized coefficient; S.E., standard error of the covariance; Std, standardized coefficient; SMC, squared multiple correlation; CR, composite reliability; AVE, average 
variance extracted; CCS, controlling coaching style; BPN, basic psychological need; CC, constrained commitment; EC, enthusiastic commitment; FF, fear of failure.
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standardized path coefficients should be at least 0.20 and ideally above 
0.30 to be meaningful. As shown in Table 6; Figure 2. The CCS had a 
significant impact on BPN, EC, and CC, with BPN (γ = −0.46, 
p < 0.001), EC (γ = −0.18, p < 0.05), and CC (γ = 0.22, p < 0.01), but had 
no significant impact on FF (γ = 0.11, p > 0.05). The BPN had a 
significant impact EC and CC, with EC (β = 0.17, p < 0.05) and CC 
(β = −0.30 p < 0.001). BPN and SC had a partial effect on FF, with BPN 
(β = −0.36, p < 0.001), CC (β = 0.28, p < 0.001) having a significant 
impact on FF, but EC (β = −0.05, p > 0.05) doing not have a significant 
impact. Thus, there is no significant influence relationship between EC 
and FF, and the relationship between BPN and EC and CCS and EC 
may be meaningless.

3.6. Mediating effects analysis

The Bootstrap method currently serves as the ideal test method for 
mediating effects, if the upper and lower bounds do not include zero 
values in the 95% confidence interval, it indicates that there exists 
significant mediating effect (Preacher and Hayes, 2008). According to 
the results (Table 7), the values of the total indirect effect and total effect 
were 0.563 [CI (0.395, 0.899)] and 0.791 [CI (0.519, 1.260)], respectively, 
meaning that the total indirect effect accounted for 71.18% of the total 
effect. The mediating effect of BPN was significant; the value of the effect 
was 0.351 [CI (0.216, 0.655)] and the indirect effect accounted for 
44.37% of the total effect. The mediating effect of EC was not significant 
[CI (−0.014, 0.106)]. The mediating effect of CC was significant; the 
value of the effect was 0.128 [CI (0.051, 0.261)] and the indirect effect 
accounted for 16.18% of the total effect. The chain mediating effect of 
BPN on EC was not significant [CI (−0.006, 0.052)]. However, the chain 
mediating effect of BPN on CC was significant; the value of the effect 
was 0.082 [CI (0.039, 0.168)] and the indirect effect accounted for 

10.36% of the total effect. Additionally, research hypotheses 1–3 
are supported.

4. Discussion

Few studies have examined the role that gender plays in need 
satisfaction, and even fewer studies have examined gender differences 
in need satisfaction among high-level professional athletes (Nieves, 
2021). This study found that BPN differed by gender, with male athletes 
having higher BPN than female athletes. According to emotional 
attribution theory, when feeling a negative experience, males complain 
about the external environment and females tend to complain about 
themselves. That is, females attribute more negative experiences to self-
deficits and inadequacies, and due to differences in emotional brain 
structure, females also have a greater susceptibility to negative 
emotions, which may be  more likely to result in lower basic 
psychological needs (Yuan et al., 2010; Qin, 2018). In addition, this 
study found that CC differed by gender, with females having higher 
constrained commitment than males. Lauderdale et al. (2015) found 
that females had higher forms of extrinsic regulation, rewards, 
constraints, and fear of punishment (Lauderdale et al., 2015). This may 
impact females in a way that leads to a stronger perception of obligation 
and higher constrained commitment in female athletes. There were no 
differences in age for CCS, EC, FF, BPN, and CC, which is consistent 
with some of the existing studies, but this study covered multiple sports, 
and the prime age of athletes is differ in different sports (Li, 2021). 
Therefore, the psychological differences brought by age may be masked 
by the type of sport and the age differences in the variables may be more 
appropriate to be explored in the context of a single sport. CCS and EC 
differed by sport level, with elite athletes having higher perceptions of 
CCS than national level 2 athletes and elite athletes having lower EC 
than athletes of other levels. The perpetual theme of performance-
oriented competitive sports is higher, faster, and stronger. No matter 
how much athletes improve in terms of ability and tactical literacy as 
demonstrated in training, they are ultimately required to be further 
validated and recognized through competition. In a collectivist country 
like China, the performance of athletes is not only closely related to 
their own future career development but is also a matter of collective 
and national honor. Athletes at the elite level tend to face higher 
demands, more expectations, and stricter management, resulting in a 
higher level of perceived controlling coaching (Li, 2021). Athletes at the 
elite level are more mature psychologically and in terms of skills. They 
are concerned with consolidating their position on the team and 
improving their skills, and pursuing a stable career and life. Athletes at 
other levels still require upward mobility, psychologically and in terms 
of skills, and they are concerned with getting more opportunities to 
compete, getting better results, and realizing their athletic dreams (Cai 
and Wu, 2016). This may lead to a lower level of enthusiastic 
commitment among athletes at the elite level than athletes of 
other levels.

CCS was negatively correlated with athletes’ BPN satisfaction, which 
confirmed Hypothesis 1. This aligns with the findings of previous 
research (Curran et al., 2014; Yang et al., 2020), except for Pulido et al. 
(2018) and Bartholomew et al. (2011). This may be because: (i) in this 
study, the athletes’ BPN was measured based on the specific interpersonal 
context of coaches, preventing any underestimation of the relationship 
between those two variables; (ii) Chinese coaches often have the dual 
identities of coaches and pseudo-parents. They have to provide technical 

TABLE 5 Discriminant validity.

AVE FF BPN CCS

FF 0.559 0.748

BPN 0.671 −0.538 0.819

CCS 0.526 0.387 −0.455 0.725

The diagonal data of the matrix represent the square root of the AVE values and the lower half 
of the matrix represents the correlation coefficient.

TABLE 6 Direct effects of independent variables.

Path Std. Unstd. S.E. C.R. p

BPN ← CCS −0.455 −0.441 0.070 −6.31 ***

EC ← BPN 0.171 0.124 0.054 2.291 0.022

CC ← CCS 0.216 0.217 0.071 3.052 0.002

EC ← CCS −0.183 −0.129 0.052 −2.469 0.014

CC ← BPN −0.302 −0.314 0.074 −4.237 ***

FF ← EC −0.048 −0.071 0.088 −0.809 0.418

FF ← CC 0.279 0.292 0.067 4.352 ***

FF ← BPN −0.363 −0.394 0.082 −4.789 ***

FF ← CCS 0.107 0.112 0.075 1.507 0.132

***p < 0.001. Std., standardized coefficient; Unstd., unstandardized coefficient; S.E., standard 
error of the covariance; C.R., critical ratio; CCS, controlling coaching style; BPN, basic 
psychological need; CC, constrained commitment; EC, enthusiastic commitment; FF, fear of 
failure.
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guidance, make training arrangements for the athletes, and care for and 
guide them through their lives and careers (Ye et al., 2016). Adopting a 
controlling style may decrease athletes’ BPN satisfaction.

Additionally, the results indicated that a CCS indirectly affected the 
athletes’ FF through their BPN. According to the SDT, environmental 
factors can affect self-integration and self-organization through the 
satisfaction level of an individual’s BPN (Deci and Ryan, 2000). Coaches 
with a controlling style tend to be  authoritarian and enforce strict 
control over athletes’ behaviors and even belittle their abilities and 
contributions. In such an atmosphere, athletes demonstrate poorer BPN 
satisfaction and psychological well-being. Simultaneously, studies have 
shown that athletes’ perceptions of failure are not determined by good 
or bad sports performance but by how their needs are met (Conroy 
et  al., 2001). Therefore, a CCS could lead to FF by affecting the 
athletes’ BPN.

After testing for Hypothesis 2, CCS was found to affect athletes’ 
FF through CC rather than EC. Studies show that EC are not 

associated with athletes’ FF, but CC are strong predictors of FF, social 
constraints are not associated with athletes’ EC but are strong 
predictors of CC. Athletes have a stronger sense of obligation to 
persevere after having experienced greater expectations from others 
(Wilson et  al., 2004). A CCS might make athletes believe their 
behaviors are regulated by external factors and that they are obligated 
to participate in the sport rather than because of a passion for it, 
causing them to feel they “must” rather than “want” to participate in 
the sport. Those who participate in sports out of “obligation” tend to 
report lower levels of enjoyment and pay higher costs for effort 
(Schmidt and Stein, 1991), exhibiting a greater FF. Notably, the 
mediating effect of BPN was found to be higher than that of SC. BPN 
also accounted for a larger proportion of the total effect, indicating 
that these comprised a crucial mediating variable for a CCS’s effect on 
athletes’ FF.

For Hypothesis 3, it was found that a CCS reduced the BPN of 
athletes and further affected their FF. This occurred because of 

FIGURE 2

Path coefficient plot for the model. CCS, controlling coaching style; BPN, basic psychological need; CC, constrained commitment; EC, enthusiastic 
commitment; FF, fear of failure.

TABLE 7 Bootstrap test results for the various paths of the model.

Predicted path Estimate SE 95% confidence interval Proportion of total effect (%)

CCS → BPN → FF 0.351 0.126 [0.216, 0.655] 44.37

CCS → EC → FF 0.019 0.033 [−0.014, 0.106]

CCS → CC → FF 0.128 0.063 [0.051, 0.261] 16.18

CCS → BPN → EC → FF 0.008 0.016 [−0.006, 0.052]

CCS → BPN → CC → FF 0.082 0.037 [0.039, 0.168] 10.36

Total indirect effect 0.563 0.151 [0.395, 0.899] 71.18

Direct effect 0.227 0.177 [−0.024, 0.532]

Total effect 0.791 0.226 [0.519, 1.260]

SE, standard error; CCS, controlling coaching style; BPN, basic psychological need; CC, constrained commitment; EC, enthusiastic commitment; FF, fear of failure.
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their affected CC rather than EC. The more controlling their 
coaches were perceived to be, the lower athletes’ BPN and the 
stronger the CC, leading to a worse FF. When athletes’ BPN was 
reduced because of coaches’ perceived control, their attitudes to FF 
varied depending on their SC. Those with CC viewed participation 
in high-performance sports as an obligation, which exacerbated 
their FF. By contrast, those with EC considered this a desire and 
were more willing to enjoy the competition process while caring 
less about the investment cost. Therefore, they were less prone to 
FF due to a CCS.

These findings contribute to a deeper understanding of why and 
how a controlling coaching style influences athletes’ fear of failure. 
There is an old Chinese saying that “a benevolent general does not 
manage his team well.” This reflects the traditional Chinese concept 
that authoritative and controlling leadership can have benign gains 
in organizational management. However, modern society has 
gradually realized the development of multi-ethnic cultural 
integration, and authoritarian leadership born from Confucianism 
and legalistic hierarchical culture may have lagged the development 
of the times. Thus, the concept of overly strict hierarchical culture 
does not always yield good results (Bartholomew et  al., 2018; 
González-Hernández et al., 2019). In sports training, coaches should 
reduce the use of highly authoritative and multi-prescriptive training 
instructions, technical and tactical outcome feedback, and 
reinforcement feedback; reduce the use of punitive coaching such as 
punishment and reprimand; and use more technical and tactical 
process feedback, open-ended questions, praise, and Silent attention 
(Li et al., 2018). In addition, facing the diverse needs of athletes’ 
leadership styles, matching of diverse leadership styles should 
be achieved. Athletes of different genders and sport levels should 
receive different management and care styles. Furthermore, athletes 
are developing physically and mentally, and their needs are constantly 
changing. Perhaps, in the education and management of athletes, 
being oriented to the needs of athletes may be  fundamental to 
completely improve the leadership effectiveness of coaches. Training 
excellent coaches is what is required for future sports development. 
Coaches cannot solely rely on experience, but also need theoretical 
support. Moreover, they must apply localized theories to exhibit the 
relationship between experience and theory in the field of Chinese 
sports. Currently, the research on coaching behavior in China is still 
in the exploration stage, and more research will be  required in 
the future.

4.1. Limitations

This study has some limitations. First, during the COVID-19 
pandemic, some sports teams declined our survey request in order to 
ensure the health of their athletes. The number of high-level athletes in 
a single sport was difficult to reach because of the sample size required 
for structural equation modeling studies; therefore, our study involved 
a sample of athletes from multiple sports. However, this entailed some 
new problems: the sample size of some sports is too small. For example, 
in rhythmic gymnastics, data were only found for 12 high-level athletes, 
and such a small sample may not be  representative for rhythmic 
gymnastics players. In addition, collecting data samples from multiple 
sports also poses the problem of heterogeneity. To remedy these 
problems, this study included these data as a sample of group/individual 

events in the study and tried to achieve a balance in terms of sports 
events (group/individual). However, an analysis only in terms of sports 
events (group/individual) is insufficient. Future research must consider 
the unique characteristics of each sport and reduce the potential impact 
of program heterogeneity. Second, since young high-level athletes have 
become a trend, there are now many minors among high-level athletes. 
This study takes active high-level professional athletes as the research 
participants, which also involves a certain number of minor-aged 
participants. Although consent was sought from minor athletes, parents, 
and coaches, the study followed the principles of anonymity and 
voluntariness, and the paper-and-pencil questionnaire was used to 
ensure the accuracy of minor athletes’ understanding of the 
questionnaire and to avoid the influence of social expectations as much 
as possible. Because of the special characteristics of minor participants, 
future studies will need to consider using survey methods that are more 
appropriate to the psychological characteristics of minors to protect the 
interests of minor athletes, ensure the quality of communication between 
minors and adult researchers, and reduce understanding bias. Finally, 
this was a cross-sectional study, which lacked longitudinal data. As such, 
it was impossible to accurately infer the causal relationship between the 
variables. Future studies must examine the relationships between a CCS, 
BPN, the two types of SCs, and FF for temporal variations.

5. Conclusion

This study revealed the following findings. First, a CCS can 
predict athletes’ FF through BPN and indirectly predict their FF 
through CC. The mediating effect of BPN was found to be higher 
than that of CC. Second, BPN had a chain mediating effect on CC, 
mediated by a CCS and athletes’ FF, whereas the chain mediating 
effect of BPN on EC was not significant. The impact of a controlling 
coaching style on athletes’ fear of failure via basic psychological 
needs is manifested through the strengthening of constrained 
commitment rather than the weakening of enthusiastic commitment. 
This study enriches the research on athletes’ FF, and these findings 
provide useful insights not only for athlete development but also for 
future research in the field. It contributes to a deeper understanding 
of why and how a controlling coaching style influences athletes’ fear 
of failure. Coaches should carefully consider whether they are 
overusing control, actively understand the possible influences of 
different coaching styles, and seek more scientific and effective ways 
to instruct their athletes.
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